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Content 
Baba's instructions to Eruch on speaking the truth. "The truth must uplift the recipient." 
  
Now Baba told Eruch the Ali story, about Ali's truthfulness. After Mohammad passed away, 
one day Ali was seated outside the prayer hall, only one entrance, and always the door 
would remain shut. Masonry benches outside the door to the prayer hall. All of a sudden 
a person comes running to him, 'Ali, please save me.' Ali shifted benches, and after three-
four minutes, a crowd comes, and asks him for the culprit. Has he seen him? 'Not since I 
am seated here.'" 
  
This is what Baba told Eruch. See that the other person is not let down or crushed by it if 
you want to tell the truth. This from Baba himself. 
  
More, truth is truth if it doesn't hurt the heart of others, doesn’t crush the recipient. Tell the 
truth, but see that you help another person. If you have to give a crushing blow, see that it 
is given so that it massages the other person. It's difficult  walking the razor's edge. 
  
Eruch tells a story from Meherazad 1940-1941, about how the women were told that they 
should build a small garden, which caused the men to have to carry more water to support 
the garden. There was a great Meherabad scarcity of water at the time, so what to do? The 
garden kept growing because Baba admired it. Gradually Baba told them to use only 
wastewater to feed the plants of the garden. Baba showed greater interest in certain plants, 
and a lady said we should use fresh water on those plants, but Baba's order was no fresh 
water should be used, just wastewater from the sink. But she got an idea  when all was 
quiet and nobody was looking, this woman would put fresh water in the sink and take that 
water, without (she thought) breaking Baba's order. Padri blew the whistle, and the battle 
was engaged, though Baba told him that the women would not break his order. Within 15 
days, they heard about the engineer’s quarters in the paper, in what became Meherazad. 
By now it was 1942. 
   
The story about how Baba came to own Meherazad. It was taken off open bidding, and 
was sold for Rs. 500 to Baba. At that time 3 acres, but Sarosh bought a further 8 to bring it 
to 11 acres, and later Arnavaz bought 4 more to bring it to 15 acres. Seclusion Hill is not 
for sale, but there is a lease to the top of Seclusion Hill, in the name of the Trust, for half a 
Rs a year rent.  A little more about Meherazad.       


